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Abstract
We study the scattering of long strings in c = 1 string theory, both in the worldsheet
description and in the non-singlet sector of the dual matrix quantum mechanics. From
the worldsheet perspective, the scattering amplitudes of long strings are obtained from
a decoupling limit of open strings amplitudes on FZZT branes, which we compute
by integrating Virasoro conformal blocks along with structure constants of boundary
Liouville theory. In particular, we study the tree level amplitudes of (1) a long string
decaying by emitting a closed string, and (2) the scattering of a pair of long strings.
We show that they are indeed well defined as limits of open string amplitudes, and
that our results are in striking numerical agreement with computations in the adjoint
and bi-adjoint sectors of the dual matrix model (based on proposals of Maldacena and
solutions due to Fidkowski), thereby providing strong evidence of the duality.ar
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1
1 Introduction
The c = 1 string theory is defined perturbatively through the worldsheet CFT of time-like
free boson X0, c = 25 Liouville theory, together with the b, c conformal ghosts. The physical
closed string degrees of freedom in the target spacetime are those of a single scalar field in
1+1 dimensions, which is conjectured to be dual to the collective excitations of the fermi
surface in the system of a large number of free fermions governed by a certain non-relativistic
Hamiltonian [1–5]. The fermion system is equivalent to a suitable large N scaling limit of
a U(N) gauged Hermitian matrix model, which we refer to as the c = 1 matrix model.
Early investigations of c = 1 string theory/matrix model duality preceded the exact solution
of Liouville CFT [6–9]. The S-matrix of closed strings in c = 1 string theory has been
re-analyzed recently in [10], using Liouville correlation functions evaluated by integrating
Virasoro conformal blocks, and was found to agree with that of the matrix model for genus
zero 4-point amplitudes and genus one 2-point amplitudes, giving highly nontrivial support
to the conjectured duality.
The c = 1 string theory further admits two types of D-branes, namely the ZZ-brane [11]
and the FZZT-branes [12, 13]. Let φ be the target space coordinate parameterizing the
Liouville direction. The ZZ-brane can be thought of as a 0-brane that is localized in the
strong coupling region (positive φ), and is unstable due to an open string tachyon mode.
The FZZT-branes, on the other hand, are a one-parameter family of 1-branes that extend
from the weak coupling region φ → −∞ to a finite value of φ. An FZZT brane supports
open string states that behave in the weak coupling region as modes of a single massless
scalar field.
The ZZ-brane was proposed in [14] to be dual to a single fermion, or eigenvalue, of the
dual Hermitian matrix model. The role of the FZZT brane in the matrix model was suggested
in [15], but its precise matrix model description remains to be understood. An interesting
limit was considered in [16], in which the FZZT brane recedes to the weak coupling region
φ→ −∞, while a high energy open string mode on the FZZT brane moves toward the strong
coupling region and stretches to some finite value of φ, before retracting and moving back to
φ → −∞. Such an open string state, known as the long string, was conjectured to be dual
to a state in the adjoint sector of the Hermitian matrix model [16].
The aim of this paper is to explore the conjecture of [16] by a detailed comparison of tree
level scattering amplitudes involving the long strings and closed strings in c = 1 string theory
with those of the matrix model, focusing on two examples: (1) a long string decaying into a
long and a closed string, and (2) the scattering of a pair of long strings. From the worldsheet
CFT, the relevant amplitude can be evaluated by integrating suitable correlators of Liouville
theory on the disc, subject to FZZT boundary conditions, in the conformally invariant cross
2
ratio. The disc correlators in question are computed by integrating boundary/bulk structure
functions of Liouville theory against the appropriate Virasoro conformal blocks, and then
taking the long string limit. As a preliminary but nontrivial check, we will see that the disc
amplitudes of the long strings are indeed finite and well defined.
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Figure 1: (a) Worldsheet diagram of closed string emission by a long string at tree level. (b)
Worldsheet diagram for the scattering of a pair of long strings at tree level.
We then consider the scattering amplitudes in the adjoint and bi-adjoint sectors of the
matrix model, corresponding to one and two long strings respectively. The long string
asymptotic states are constructed following the prescription of [16] and making use of the
exact solution of [17] The closed strings are treated as collective excitations of the density
of matrix eigenvalues on top of the long string state. After a careful rewriting of the Hamil-
tonian in terms of integrals over the eigenvalue distribution, the tree level amplitudes can
be computed from the Born approximation and evaluated numerically as a function of the
closed string energy and the renormalized long string energies. We find striking agreement
with the worldsheet results, for both the long→ long + closed string amplitude and the long
+ long → long + long string amplitude, to good numerical precision, thereby providing a
strong check of the proposed duality.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we will review Liouville CFT with and
without boundaries, and define the long string limit. In section 3 the tree-level worldsheet
scattering amplitudes for long→ long + closed and long + long→ long + long are computed.
In section 4 we will describe the non-singlet sector of the c = 1 matrix model. We will review
the fermi sea description of the matrix model eigenvalues and the long string wavefunctions.
Finally, we will numerically compute scattering amplitudes in the adjoint and bi-adjoint
sector and obtain exact numerical agreement with the worldsheet scattering amplitudes
described above.
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We will conclude and discuss future directions in section 5. Details of the crossing
conditions in boundary Liouville theory, further numerical details of the computations of
scattering amplitudes, and other minor results are presented in the appendices.
2 FZZT branes and long strings in c = 1 string theory
2.1 The closed string sector of c = 1 string theory
We begin by reviewing the closed string sector of c = 1 string theory, in the absence of
branes. The worldsheet CFT consists of a timelike free boson X0, a c = 25 Liouville theory,
and the b, c conformal ghosts. The Liouville theory can be described by the action
SL[φ] =
1
4pi
∫
d2σ
√
g
(
gmn∂mφ∂nφ+QRφ+ 4piµe
2bφ
)
(2.1)
in the semi-classical regime, where the background charge Q = b + b−1 is related to the
central charge c via c = 1 + 6Q2. The case of interest, namely c = 25, corresponds to b = 1.
The complete set of Virasoro primaries in the c = 25 Liouville CFT are given by scalar
operators VP , of conformal weight h = h˜ = 1 + P
2, where P ∈ R≥0 is the “Liouville
momentum”. Our convention is such that VP are delta-function normalized, namely their
two-point functions take the form
〈VP (z, z¯)VP ′(0)〉 = piδ(P − P
′)
|z|4h . (2.2)
In the “weak coupling” regime φ→ −∞, VP admits a free field representation, in the form
of a reflection wave
VP ∼ S(P )− 12 e(2+2iP )φ + S(P ) 12 e(2−2iP )φ, (2.3)
where the reflection phase S(P ) is given by
S(P ) = −
(
Γ(2iP )
Γ(−2iP )
)2
. (2.4)
The 3-point function coefficients of Liouville theory, known as DOZZ structure constants
[6, 7], are given in the c = 25 case by
C(P1, P2, P3) = 1
Υ1(1 + i(P1 + P2 + P3))
[
2P1Υ1(1 + 2iP1)
Υ1(1 + i(P2 + P3 − P1)) × (2 permutations)
]
.
(2.5)
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Here Υ1(x) is a special case of Barnes double Gamma function, defined as
Υ1(x) =
1
Γ1(x)Γ1(2− x) , (2.6)
where the function Γ1(x) is related to the Barnes G-functionG(x) by Γ1(x) = (2pi)
(x−1)/2(G(x))−1.
Importantly, Γ1(x) is a meromorphic function with (not necessarily simple) poles at x ∈ Z≤0,
and obeys the recursion relation
Γ1(x+ 1) =
√
2pi
Γ(x)
Γ1(x). (2.7)
Consequently, Υ1(x) is an entire analytic function with zeroes at x ∈ Z \ {1}, and obeys
Υ1(2− x) = Υ1(x), Υ1(x+ 1) = Γ(x)
Γ(1− x)Υ1(x). (2.8)
The closed string asymptotic states are given by BRST cohomology classes represented
by vertex operators of the form
V±ω = gs :e±iωX
0
: VP=ω
2
. (2.9)
Here V+ω represents an in-state and V−ω an out-state, of energy ω ≥ 0, normalized according
to
〈ω|ω′〉 = ωδ(ω − ω′). (2.10)
The perturbative amplitudes of the closed strings are studied in [10] explicitly at genus zero
and one, and were found to be in agreement with computations in the dual matrix quantum
mechanics.
2.2 FZZT branes, open strings, and the long string limit
The Liouville CFT admits two types of unitary conformal boundary conditions: the ZZ
boundary condition [11] corresponding to a boundary state |ZZ〉, and the FZZT boundary
condition [12] described by a 1-parameter family of boundary states |FZZT(s)〉. In c =
1 string theory, a corresponding brane is defined on the worldsheet through a conformal
boundary condition that is Neumann in X0 and of ZZ or FZZT type in the Liouville CFT.
The ZZ boundary state takes the form
|ZZ〉 =
∫ ∞
0
dP
pi
ΨZZ(P )|VP 〉〉, (2.11)
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where |VP 〉〉 is the Ishibashi state constructed from the primary VP , and ΨZZ(P ) is given by1
ΨZZ(P ) = 2
5
4
√
pi sinh(2piP ). (2.12)
The ZZ boundary condition admits only one boundary Virasoro primary, namely the identity
operator. Indeed, the cylinder partition function of Liouville CFT subject to ZZ boundary
condition on both boundaries is given by∫ ∞
0
dP
pi
(
ΨZZ(P )
)2
χ1+P 2(τ) = χ̂0(−1/τ), (2.13)
where χh(τ) is the c = 25 Virasoro character of a primary of weight h, and χ̂0(τ) is the
degenerate vacuum character. This gives rise to a tachyonic open string mode that renders
the ZZ-brane unstable. The role of the ZZ-brane in c = 1 string theory was pointed out
in [14], but is not of concern in this paper.
The FZZT boundary state takes the form
|FZZT(s)〉 =
∫ ∞
0
dP
pi
ΨFZZTs (P )|VP 〉〉, (2.14)
where
ΨFZZTs (P ) = 2
1
4
√
pi
cos(4pisP )
sinh(2piP )
. (2.15)
It is such that the Liouville CFT on the strip with ZZ boundary condition on one side and
FZZT boundary condition on the other admits a unique Virasoro primary, namelyHZZ,FZZT(s)
is spanned by the Virasoro descendants of a single boundary primary, of conformal weight
1 + s2. This can be seen from the cylinder partition function∫ ∞
0
dP
pi
ΨZZ(P )ΨFZZTs (P )χ1+P 2(τ) = χ1+s2(−1/τ). (2.16)
The FZZT boundary condition is unitary provided that s is either a non-negative real number
or purely imaginary with 0 ≤ Ims < 1.
The open string spectrum on the FZZT brane is such that the FZZT brane is stable for
either non-negative real s or for s purely imaginary subject to 0 ≤ Ims < 1
2
. For s1 and
s2 in this regime, the Hilbert space on the strip with FZZT boundary conditions specified
by s1 on one side and s2 on the other, HFZZT(s1),FZZT(s2), consists of a continuous family of
boundary Virasoro primaries ψs1,s2P labeled by “Liouville momentum” P ∈ R≥0, of conformal
weight hP = 1 + P
2.
1In the language of [11], |ZZ〉 is the ZZ boundary state of type (1, 1), which is the only admissible unitary
boundary condition in Liouville CFT with c > 1.
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In this paper, we are interested only in the stable FZZT branes, particularly in the large
s limit. Heuristically, one may think of the ZZ brane as a 0-brane localized in the strong
coupling regime (φ ∼ 0), whereas the FZZT brane is a sort of 1-brane that extends from the
weak coupling limit φ → −∞ to φ ∼ −s, so that the open string stretched between a ZZ
and a FZZT(s) brane has mass ∼ s.
Let us comment that the FZZT boundary condition admits a Lagrangian description in
the semi-classical regime, as a Neumann boundary condition on the Liouville field φ, with
bulk-boundary action
SL[φ] =
1
4pi
∫
Σ
d2σ
√
g
(
gmn∂mφ∂nφ+QRφ+ 4piµe
2bφ
)
+
∫
∂Σ
dξg
1
4
(
Qk
2pi
φ+ µBe
bφ
)
,
(2.17)
where dξg
1
4 is the boundary line element and k is the extrinsic curvature of the boundary.
The parameter µB, known as the boundary cosmological constant, is related to the parameter
s via
cosh(2pis) =
µB√
µ
√
sin(pib2). (2.18)
Note that this relation is singular in the b→ 1 limit, where the semi-classical description of
the FZZT boundary condition breaks down. As this is the case of interest in c = 1 string
theory, we will exclusively work with s, rather than µB, as the true parameter of FZZT
branes.
We will normalize the boundary primaries according to the disc 2-point function
〈
ψs1,s2P1 (x1)ψ
s2,s1
P2
(x2)
〉
= pi
δ(P1 − P2)
|x1 − x2|2hP , (2.19)
where the disc is represented as the upper half plane, with x1, x2 ∈ R. In the weak coupling
regime φ→ −∞, ψs1,s2P admits the free field representation
ψs1,s2P ∼ (ds1,s2(P ))−
1
2 e(1+iP )φ + (ds1,s2(P ))
1
2 e(1−iP )φ. (2.20)
where the “boundary reflection phase” ds1,s2(P ) is given by [13]
ds1,s2(P ) =
Γ1(2iP )
Γ1(−2iP )
S1(1 + i(s1 + s2 − P ))S1(1− i(P + s1 + s2))
S1(1 + i(P + s1 − s2))S1(1 + i(P + s2 − s1)) . (2.21)
Here we have defined the function S1(x) = Γ1(x)/Γ1(2 − x), where Γ1(x) is defined as in
section 2.1. S1(x) has poles at x ∈ Z≤0 and zeros at x ∈ Z≥2, and obeys
S1(x+ 1) = 2 sin(pix)S1(x),
S1(x) ∼ e∓ipi2 (x(x−2)+ 56), Im(x)→ ±∞.
(2.22)
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The disc 3-point function of boundary primaries takes the form [18,19]〈
ψs1,s3P3 (x3)ψ
s3,s2
P2
(x2)ψ
s2,s1
P1
(x1)
〉
=
Cs1,s2,s3(P1, P2, P3)
|x3 − x2|−hP1+hP2+hP3 |x1 − x3|−hP2+hP1+hP3 |x2 − x1|−hP3+hP1+hP2
,
(2.23)
where Cs1,s2,s3(P1, P2, P3) is the boundary structure constant, given by the formula
Cs1,s2,s3(P1, P2, P3) = 2
3
8pi
5
4
(ds1,s3(P3))
1
2
(ds2,s1(P1))
1
2 (ds3,s2(P2))
1
2
× Γ1(1− i(P1 + P2 + P3))Γ1(1 + i(P2 + P3 − P1))Γ1(1 + i(P2 − P3 − P1))Γ1(1 + i(P3 − P2 − P1))
Γ1(2)Γ1(2iP3)Γ1(−2iP2)Γ1(−2iP1)
× S1(1 + i(P3 + s1 − s3))S1(1 + i(P3 − s1 − s3))
S1(1 + i(P2 + s2 − s3))S1(1 + i(P2 − s2 − s3))
∫
R+i0+
dt
4∏
k=1
S1(Uk + it)
S1(Vk + it)
.
(2.24)
In the last line, the variables Uk and Vk, k = 1, ..., 4, are defined as
U1 = 1 + i(s1 + s2 − P1), U2 = 1 + i(s2 − s1 − P1),
U3 = 1 + i(s2 − s3 + P2), U4 = 1 + i(s2 − s3 − P2),
V1 = 2 + i(s2 − s3 + P3 − P1), V2 = 2 + i(s2 − s3 − P1 − P3),
V3 = 2 + 2is2, V4 = 2.
(2.25)
Though not immediately evident from (2.23), Cs1,s2,s3(P1, P2, P3) is real for real P1, P2, P3,
and is invariant with respect to cyclic permutations of the three boundary primaries.
Finally, the disc bulk-boundary 2-point function is given by [20]
〈
VP1(z, z¯)ψ
s,s
P2
(x)
〉
=
Rs(P1;P2)
|z − z¯|2hP1−hP2 |z − x|2hP2 , (2.26)
where Rs(P1;P2) is the bulk-boundary structure constant, given by
Rs(P1;P2) = 2 58pi 34 (S(P1))− 12 (ds,s(P2))−
1
2
Γ1(1− iP2)3Γ1(1− i(2P1 + P2))Γ1(1 + i(2P1 − P2))
Γ1(2)Γ1(1 + iP2)Γ1(−2iP2)Γ1(2 + 2iP1)Γ1(−2iP1)
×
∫ ∞
−∞
dt e4piits
S1(
1
2
(1 + i(2P1 + P2)) + it)S1(
1
2
(1 + i(2P1 + P2)− it)
S1(
1
2
(3 + i(2P1 − P2)) + it)S1(12(3 + i(2P1 − P2)− it)
.
(2.27)
Though not evident from the above formula, Rs(P1;P2) is real for real P1, P2.
These structure constants are known to obey all consistency conditions based on crossing
and modular invariance, and are all that is needed to compute any correlation functions
of the c = 25 Liouville CFT on any Riemann surface with or without boundaries. In
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particular we have checked numerically the crossing relations for disc bulk 2-point functions
and for disc boundary 4-point functions, and verified the consistency of the normalizations
of the boundary structure constant and bulk-boundary structure constant, as described in
Appendix A and B.
The in and out asymptotic states of an open string stretched between a pair of FZZT
branes labeled by s1 and s2 are represented by boundary vertex operators of the form
Ψs1,s2 ±ω = go
∗∗ e±iωX
0 ∗∗ ψs1,s2P=ω , (2.28)
where ∗∗ · · · ∗∗ stands for boundary normal ordering, and the open string coupling go is
expected to be proportional to
√
gs. The precise relation between go and gs will be determined
in section 3.2.
A description of FZZT branes in the dual matrix quantum mechanics was suggested
in [15], but a detailed understanding of the duality map is still missing. On the other hand,
a precise duality was conjectured in [16] concerning a limit of open strings on FZZT branes,
known as long strings. The long string is defined as an open string of energy ω ending on an
FZZT brane labeled by the parameter s, in the limit
s→∞, ω →∞,
 ≡ ω − 2s finite. (2.29)
We will refer to  as the renormalized energy of the long string. The physical picture is
that the FZZT brane recedes to the weak coupling region of space (φ / −s), while the open
string propagating down the FZZT brane has enough energy to stretch into the bulk and
reach the spatial region of finite string coupling, before retracting back to the FZZT brane.
To achieve this, the energy of the open string should be comparable to twice that of an open
string stretch between the FZZT brane and a ZZ brane (which resides in the strong coupling
region), hence ω ∼ 2s.
FZZT
φ
Figure 2: A long string in c = 1 string theory is the high energy limit of an open string
ending on an FZZT brane receding to the weak coupling region.
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3 Long string scattering from the worldsheet
Despite that the long string has infinite energy, most of it lies in the region of space where the
string coupling is exponentially suppressed, and one may anticipate well defined scattering
amplitudes of the long strings with one another and with closed strings. To formulate the
long string scattering amplitudes precisely from the worldsheet, we should keep in mind that
the vertex operator (2.28) corresponds to an open string asymptotic state |ω〉o that is not
quite delta-function normalized, but rather normalized according to o〈ω|ω′〉o = ωδ(ω − ω′)
as in the closed string case. Therefore, before taking the long string limit on the open-closed
string amplitude, we need to include an extra factor of 1/
√
ω associated with each open
string vertex operator. That is, the scattering amplitude of long strings (L) and closed
strings (C) of the form {Li, Cj} → {Lk, Cl} is computed as the limit
ALiCj→LkCl ({i, ωj} → {k, ωl}) ≡
lim
s→∞
(∏
i
1√
i + 2s
)(∏
k
1√
k + 2s
)
AΨ+i V+j →Ψ−k V−l ({i + 2s, ωj} → {k + 2s, ωl}) ,
(3.1)
where AΨ+i V+j →Ψ−k V−l denotes the amplitude computed using the open string vertex operators
(2.28) and closed string vertex operators (2.9). Here we have retained the normalization
(2.10) for closed string states, for convenience in comparison with matrix model results [10].
Note that we could have replaced the factor 1/
√
+ 2s on the RHS of (3.1) by simply 1/
√
2s
in the limit s→∞, but the former is more convenient for numerical extrapolation to s =∞
as the resulting amplitude converges exponentially fast in s.
3.1 The long → long + closed string amplitude
We begin with the tree level open → open + closed string amplitude AΨs,s+ω1 →Ψs,s−ω2 V−ω3 , com-
puted as the disc bulk-boundary 3-point function integrated with respect to one modulus
parameterizing the location of one of the open string vertex operators,
2
∫ ∞
0
dx
〈
Ψs,s +ω1 (0)Ψ
s,s −
ω2
(x)V−ω3(i/2)
〉
= 2ig2ogsCD2δ(ω1 − ω2 − ω3)
×
∫ ∞
0
dx
1
4
2−2ω1ω3|x|2ω1ω2|x− i/2|−2ω2ω3 〈ψs,sω1 (0)ψs,sω2 (x)Vω3/2(i/2)〉Liouville . (3.2)
On the RHS, CD2 is a normalization constant associated with the disc topology. The factor
1
4
in the integrand is due to the ghost correlator. 〈· · · 〉Liouville stands for the disc correlator
in the c = 25 Liouville theory subject to FZZT boundary condition. It can be computed as
an integral of the boundary Liouville structure constants multiplied by the relevant Virasoro
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conformal block,
〈ψs,sω1 (0)ψs,sω2 (x)Vω3/2(i/2)〉Liouville = 22h1|x− i/2|−2h2
(
x− i/2
x+ i/2
)−h1
×
∫ ∞
0
dP
pi
Rs(ω3/2;P )Cs,s,s(P, ω1, ω2) i−h1+h2−hF (h1, h2, h3, h3;h |η ).
(3.3)
Here Rs is the boundary-bulk structure constant, and Cs,s,s is the boundary structure con-
stant, as introduced in section 2.2. The disc boundary-bulk 3-point conformal block in ques-
tion is equivalent to a sphere 4-point holomorphic Virasoro conformal block F (h1, h2, h3, h3;h |η )
with c = 25, external weights h1 = 1 + ω
2
1, h2 = 1 + ω
2
2, h3 = 1 + ω
2
3/4, internal weight
h = 1 + P 2, evaluated at the cross-ratio η = 2x/(x − i/2). We follow the conventions of
Appendix C of [21] for the Virasoro conformal block, and the extra phase factor in (3.3) is
needed to ensure the reality of the correlation function.
The moduli integral in (3.2) is a priori divergent near x = 0, where the two boundary
vertex operators collide, and must be regularized. Such divergences in the moduli integration
are familiar in string perturbation theory, and is usually regularized by suitable analytic con-
tinuation in the external momenta. In our case, such an analytic continuation is inaccessible
as we would like to evaluate the amplitude (3.2) numerically at physical energies and com-
pare directly with results in the dual matrix model. To proceed, we adopt the regularization
method introduced in [10] by subtracting suitable counter terms from the moduli integrand.
More explicitly, near x = 0, the moduli integrand takes the form∫
dP
pi
Rs(ω3/2;P )Cs,s,s(P, ω1, ω2)22+2P 2−2ω23x−1+P 2−ω23
∑
n=0
anx
n, (3.4)
where a0 = 1, and the remaining coefficients an>0 can be obtained from expanding the
Virasoro conformal block as well as the prefactors appearing in (3.2). The P -integration in
the range P ≤ ω3 leads to singular terms in x at x = 0. This is regularized by subtracting
from (3.4) the counter term
R(x) =
∑
0≤n≤ω3
an
∫ √ω23−n
0
dP
pi
Rs(ω3/2;P )Cs,s,s(P, ω1, ω2)22+2P 2−2ω23x−1+P 2−ω23+n. (3.5)
There is a remaining potential divergence due to the contribution from the P -integral in a
small neighborhood of P = ω3, which can be dealt with by assigning a small imaginary part
to ω3 and 1. With this understanding, the regularized moduli integral is given by∫ ∞
0
dx
[
2−2ω1ω3|x|2ω1ω2|x− i/2|−2ω2ω3〈ψs,sω1 (0)ψs,sω2 (x)Vω3/2(i/2)〉D2,Liouville −R(x)
]
. (3.6)
Note that the integrand behaves as x−2 for large x.
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A posteriori, numerical computations indicate that in the long string limit, the ampli-
tude (3.2) is in fact dominated by the P -integral over an intermediate range of momenta
P ∼ ω1, which is far from the region where the above prescribed regularization is needed.
Consequently, to compute the amplitude in the long string limit, one can simply perform
the P -integration starting from P slightly above ω3 to avoid the divergence near x = 0, and
it suffices to work directly with real ω3 and 1. More details are given in appendix C.
3.1.1 Numerical results
The Virasoro conformal block appearing in (3.3) can be evaluated efficiently using Zamolod-
chikov’s recurrence relations [22] as an expansion in the elliptic nome q, related to the cross
ratio η by q = exp[−piK(1 − η)/K(η)], where K(η) = 2F1(1/2, 1/2, 1; η). The q-expansion
converges on the entire complex η-plane away from η = 1 and ∞. For our application,
sufficiently accurate numerical results can be obtained simply by truncating the q-expansion
at low orders. We then multiply the conformal block by the structure constants, and numer-
ically integrate over the intermediate weight/Liouville-momentum, and over the modulus x.
Further details of the numerics are described in appendix C.
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
s
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
Aψ+→ψ-V-ω1 ω2
Figure 3: A sample of the amplitude AΨs,s+ω1 →Ψs,s−ω2 V−ω3/
√
ω1ω2, dropping the prefactors in the
first line of (3.2), evaluated at 2 = 0.7, ω3 = 0.5, at increasing s, is shown in blue dots. The
dashed grey line is an exponential fit of the amplitudes at large s, whereas the solid red line
marks the long string limit of the amplitude.
We proceed by evaluating AΨs,s+ω1 →Ψs,s−ω2 V−ω3 numerically at fixed renormalized long string
energies 1, 2, with increasing s. According to (3.1), we must also include an overall factor of
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1/
√
ω1ω2, and then take the long string limit s→∞. In this limit, the FZZT brane recedes
to the asymptotic region where the effective string coupling is suppressed exponentially.
Therefore, we expect exponentially fast convergence of the amplitude 1√
ω1ω2
AΨs,s+ω1 →Ψs,s−ω2 V−ω3
in the long string limit. This is indeed confirmed by numerical results, as in the example
shown in Figure 3.
Figure 4: The long → long + closed string amplitude AL→L+C (rescaled by µ) as a function
of the outgoing long string energy 2 and the closed string energy ω3.
The long → long + closed amplitude AL→L+C , defined as the limit in (3.1), is then
obtained from an exponential numerical fit. We perform this calculation over a range of
renormalized energy 2 of the outgoing long string, and over a range of the closed string
energy ω3, and plot the results in Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7.
Recall that from the closed string amplitude computation in [10] that sphere amplitudes
come with a normalization factor CS2 = 2pi/g
2
s , and gs is related to the parameter µ in the
dual matrix model via 2pigs = 1/µ. In principle, consideration of unitarity for open string
amplitudes on FZZT branes (before taking the long string limit) would allow for fixing CD2
in terms of go. In this paper, we will simply determine CD2 by comparing AL→L+C to the
matrix model amplitude (4.33) computed in the next section. Our numerical results suggest
the identification
CD2 =
1
2g2o
(3.7)
to high accuracy.
Figure 5 shows the amplitude AL→L+C at a fixed value of the closed string energy ω3, as
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(c) ω3 = 2.5.
Figure 5: Long string amplitude AL→L+C evaluated at fixed ω3 as a function of 2. Here
we have rescaled the amplitude by µ = 1
2pigs
. In (c) we plot the logarithm of the absolute
value of the amplitude over a range of sufficiently large negative 2. The red line represents
a linear fit of slope 6.25, which is in reasonable agreement with our expectation that the
amplitude is modulated by a e2pi2 profile in this regime.
a function of the renormalized energy of the outgoing long string 2. Its qualitative features
can be partially understood as follows. For 2  −1, the tip of the long string always
remains in the weak coupling region, and reaches at most φ ∼ 2/(2T ), where T = 12pi is the
tension of the string. At the latter location, the effective string coupling is gse
2φ ∼ gse2pi2 ,
indicating that the amplitude of emitting a closed string is exponentially suppressed. This
is consistent with our numerical results, in that the latter exhibits an oscillatory behavior at
sufficiently large negative 2 modulated by an exponential suppression profile that fits with
∼ e2pi2 , as shown in Figure 5c. This exponential decay profile can also be seen by considering
the amplitude AL→L+C for fixed incoming renormalized energy 1 and increasing outgoing
closed string energy ω3, as shown in Figure 7.
On the other hand, for 2  1, we expect the tip of the long string to reach deep into
the Liouville barrier, up to the location φ ∼ 1
2
ln 2 where the renormalized energy of the
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Figure 6: Long string amplitude AL→L+C (rescaled by µ) evaluated at fixed outgoing long
string energy 2 as a function of closed string energy ω3.
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Figure 7: Long string amplitude AL→L+C (rescaled by µ) evaluated at fixed incoming long
string energy 1 = 1 as a function of closed string energy ω3.
long string is dominated by the Liouville potential energy ∼ e2φ. Now the effective string
coupling at the tip of the long string is gse
2φ ∼ gs2, giving rise to the linear behavior of the
amplitude in 2, as seen in Figure 5a for sufficiently large energy 2.
Figure 6 shows AL→L+C as a function of the closed string energy ω3 (which is positive by
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definition), at a fixed value of the outgoing long string renormalized energy 2. The result is
approximately linear for sufficiently large ω3, and oscillatory for small ω3. We do not know
a semi-classical explanation of this behavior.
3.1.2 A resonance computation
While we do not have a closed form analytic expression for AL→L+C , it is possible to consider
the analytic continuation of the amplitude as a function of ω3 to a special “resonance energy”,
analogously to the resonance computation for the closed string amplitudes [10, 23, 24]. In
particular, if we analytically continue the open→ open + closed string amplitude on a FZZT
brane, AΨs,s+ω2+i→Ψs,s−ω2 V−i , to imaginary closed string energy ω3 = i while fixing the open string
energy ω2, the integration over the intermediate Liouville momentum P in (3.3) becomes
dominated by the contribution near P = 0, where the structure constants also simplify. This
allow us to obtain an exact answer for the amplitude at ω3 = i,
AΨs,s+ω2+i→Ψs,s−ω2 V−i =
pi
4
gs
sinh(2piω2)
sinh(piω2)
[
(2iω2)(−1 + 2iω2)2(−2 + 2iω2)
sinh(piω2 + 2pis) sinh(piω2 − 2pis)
] 1
2
(3.8)
Details of the calculation are presented in appendix D.
(3.8) exhibits some expected qualitative behavior, such as exponential decay for 2 ≡
ω2 − 2s  0, and the absence of exponential growth for 2  0. However, it diverges at
2 = 0. In the limit of large s with fixed 2, (3.8) diverges as ∼ s2. The corresponding
amplitude with normalized open string asymptotic states would diverge linearly in s. Thus,
unlike the case of real energies, the amplitude analytically continued to ω3 = i does not
have a well defined long string limit. We do not have a semi-classical explanation of these
divergences.
3.2 The long + long → long + long string amplitude
Now we turn to the scattering of a pair of long strings. At tree level, this is given by the
long string limit of an open string disc 4-point amplitude
AΨs,s +ω1 Ψs,s +ω2 →Ψs,s −ω3 Ψs,s −ω4 = ig
4
oCD2δ(ω1 + ω2 − ω3 − ω4)
×
3∑
j=1
∫
Ij
dx |x|−2ω1ω2|x− 1|2ω2ω3〈ψs,sω1 (0)ψs,sω2 (x)ψs,sω3 (1)ψ′s,sω4 (∞)〉Liouville + (3↔ 4),
(3.9)
where Ij (j = 1, 2, 3) denotes integration domains corresponding to the three different con-
figurations of the disc diagram, as shown in Figure 8. Here we have taken the open strings
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Figure 8: Three of the Liouville disc diagrams that contribute to long + long→ long + long
string scattering. The other three diagrams (not shown) are related by exchanging P3 ↔
P4. The solid and dashed lines represent incoming and outgoing long strings respectively.
Diagrams (a) and (c) are suppressed as the interaction between the incoming strings occurs
on the boundary.
to end on a single FZZT brane labeled by the parameter s, as opposed to different FZZT
branes. This difference will be unimportant in the long string limit.
In each integration domain Ij, the Liouville disc boundary 4-point function appearing on
the RHS of (3.9) will be computed by integrating the disc Virasoro conformal block multi-
plied by the appropriate boundary structure constants, over an internal weight or Liouville
momentum P . As usual, the moduli integral in the string amplitude (3.9) has divergences
at x→ 0, 1,∞ that must be regularized. Here we employ the same regularization scheme as
explained in [10] by subtracting counter terms. Let us define
Rs(x) =
∑
0≤n≤(ω1+ω2)2
an
∫ √(ω1+ω2)2−n
0
dP
pi
Cs,s,s(P, ω1, ω2)C
s,s,s(P, ω3, ω4)|x|−1+P 2−(ω1+ω2)2+n,
Rt(x) =
∑
0≤n≤(ω1−ω3)2
bn
∫ √(ω1−ω3)2−n
0
dP
pi
Cs,s,s(P, ω1, ω3)C
s,s,s(P, ω2, ω4)|1− x|−1+P 2−(ω1−ω3)2+n,
Ru(x) = x
−2 ∑
0≤n≤(ω1−ω4)2
cn
∫ √(ω1−ω4)2−n
0
dP
pi
Cs,s,s(P, ω1, ω4)C
s,s,s(P, ω2, ω3)|1/x|−1+P 2−(ω1−ω4)2+n,
(3.10)
where a0 = b0 = c0 = 1, and the coefficients an, bn, cn with n ≥ 1 are chosen to cancel the
part of P -integral in s, t, and u channels that lead to divergences near x = 0, 1, and ∞.
These coefficients can be computed by expanding the prefactors and the conformal blocks
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in the moduli integrand as a power series in x. The regularized amplitude is written as
AΨs,s +ω1 Ψs,s +ω2 →Ψs,s −ω3 Ψs,s −ω4 = ig
4
oCD2δ(ω1 + ω2 − ω3 − ω4)
×
{
3∑
j=1
∫
Ij
dx |x|−2ω1ω2|x− 1|2ω2ω3〈ψs,sω1 (0)ψs,sω2 (x)ψs,sω3 (1)ψ′s,sω4 (∞)〉Liouville
−
∫ ∞
−∞
dx [Rs(x) +Rt(x) +Ru(x)]
}
+ (3↔ 4).
(3.11)
It is understood here and below that the x-integral is performed after subtracting the counter
terms at the level of integrands.
In the practical computation, we use crossing relations to map each moduli integration
domain to x ∈ (0, 1/2). For instance, consider the diagram in Figure 8b, which corresponds
to the integration domain I2 = {1 < x < ∞}. We compute the Liouville correlator in
the ψs,sω3 (1)ψ
s,s
ω2
(x) OPE channel (t-channel) for x ∈ (1, 2), and in the ψs,sω2 (x)ψs,sω4 (∞) OPE
channel (u-channel) for x ∈ (2,∞). We then change the integration variable x → 1− 1
x
for
the former and x → 1
x
for the latter. In the end, the contribution to (3.9) from Figure 8b,
including the counter term, is given by
A′(I2)
Ψs,s +ω1 Ψ
s,s +
ω2
→Ψs,s −ω3 Ψ
s,s −
ω4
=
∫ 1/2
0
dx
[
x2ω1ω3(1− x)2ω1ω4
∫ ∞
0
dP
pi
Cs,s,s(P, ω1, ω3)C
s,s,s(P, ω4, ω2)F (h1, h3, h4, h2;h |x)
+ (1↔ 2)− 1
x2
Rt
(
1− 1
x
)
− 1
x2
Ru
(
1
x
)]
−
∫ ∞
1
2
dx
x2
[
Rt
(
1− 1
x
)
+Ru
(
1
x
)]
.
(3.12)
where hi = 1 + ω
2
i , h = 1 + P
2, and the prime denotes that we have excluded the prefactors
in the first line of (3.9). The other diagrams can be treated analogously.
In fact, in the long string limit, the diagram corresponding to Figure 8b and the one
related by exchanging P3 ↔ P4 are the only ones that contribute to the scattering amplitude,
whereas the four diagrams corresponding to Figures 8a,c and the ones related by P3 ↔ P4
are exponentially suppressed. This is because the process depicted in Figure 8b involves a
pair of long strings recombining in the region of spacetime where the effective string coupling
is finite, whereas those of Figure 8a,c involves a pair of long strings joining their ends on the
FZZT brane, where the effective string coupling is suppressed in the long string limit.
We have numerically evaluated all diagrams in Figure 8 at fixed renormalized long string
energies i, with increasing s. The results, as shown in Figure 9, indeed demonstrate the
expected exponential convergence in the long string limit. Note that the exponential sup-
pression of Figure 8a,c results from a delicate cancelation including the regulators in the
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Figure 9: Contributions to the open string scattering amplitudes on FZZT brane from (a)
the diagrams in Figures 8a,c and two other diagrams that are exponentially suppressed in
the long string limit, and (b) the diagram in Figure 8b and another diagram that converge
to AL+L→L+L exponentially in the long string limit, evaluated numerically as a function of
s, at fixed renormalized long string energies 1 = 0.2, 2 = 0.4, 3 = 0.35. In comparison to
(3.11), we have included a factor of 1/Π4i=1
√
ωi due to the normalization of the long string
asymptotic state. Exponential fits are shown as dashed gray curve, whereas the long string
limit amplitude is marked in red.
moduli integral. On the other hand, the surviving contributions, from Figure 8b and the
one related by P3 ↔ P4, are dominated by the Liouville momentum P -integral over a region
away from where the regulator is needed, as was the case for the long → long + closed
amplitude. Further details are presented in Appendix C.
In the end, we can evaluate AL+L→L+L by an exponential fit of the numerical results of
the open string amplitudes computed from Figure 8b and the diagram related by P3 ↔ P4,
without taking into account the counter terms while restricting the range of the P -integral.
A sample of the results as a function of 1, 2, at a generic fixed value of 3, is shown in Figure
10. We will see in section 4.5 that this agrees with the corresponding amplitude computed
in the dual matrix model to high numerical accuracy, which also allows us to determine the
relation
g2o =
1
27/4
√
pi
gs =
1
211/4pi
3
2 µ
. (3.13)
Some qualitative features of the results shown in Figures 10 and 11 can be understood
semiclassically. For fixed 3 and large 1, 2, the reconnecting of the pair of long strings occurs
at the tip of the outgoing long string of least energy (namely 3), where the effective string
coupling is independent of 1, 2, which explains the plateau in Figure 10. For sufficiently
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Figure 10: Long string amplitude AL+L→L+L as a function of incoming long string renormal-
ized energies 1, 2, evaluated at a fixed outgoing long string renormalized energy 3 = 0.5.
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Figure 11: Long string amplitude AL+L→L+L as a function of incoming long string renormal-
ized energy 2, evaluated at a fixed outgoing long string renormalized energies 1 = 3.0 and
3 = 0.5. In (b) we plot the logarithm of the absolute value of the amplitude over a range
of sufficiently large negative 2. The red line represents a linear fit of slope 6.21, which is in
reasonable agreement withour expectation that the amplitude is modulated by a e2pimin(i)
profile in this regime.
large negative i, the amplitude is exponentially suppressed due to the suppression of the
string coupling at the tip of the i-th long string, as shown in Figure 11.
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4 Non-singlet sectors of the matrix model
The closed string sector of c = 1 string theory, defined at the level of string perturbation
theory, has long been conjectured to be dual to a suitable N → ∞ limit of a U(N)-gauged
Hermitian matrix quantum mechanics [1–3, 5, 14]. The closed string tree level and one-loop
amplitudes computed from the worldsheet and matrix model descriptions are compared in
detail in [10] and convincing numerical agreement was found.
The matrix model description of the long strings was proposed in [16] as certain states
in non-singlet representations of the U(N). Scattering amplitudes involving long strings in
the matrix model have been previous explored in [25,26]. In this section we will first review
the non-singlet sector of the matrix model, and the formulation of closed and long string
scattering amplitudes at tree level. We will then perform the explicit computation of the
tree amplitude of closed string emission by a long string, as well as the scattering of a pair
of long strings, and compare the results numerically with the worldsheet computation.
4.1 The Hamiltonian
Let us begin with the quantum mechanical system consisting of an N ×N Hermitian matrix
variable X and its conjugate canonical momentum matrix P whose components are Pij =
−i∂/∂Xji, with the Hamiltonian
H = Tr
[
1
2
P 2 + V (X)
]
. (4.1)
The potential V (X) is given by −1
2
X2 in the domain of interest in the phase space. Any
Hermitian matrix X can be written as
X = Ω−1ΛΩ (4.2)
for some unitary matrix Ω, where Λ = diag(λ1, · · · , λN) is diagonal. We can rewrite the
wave function Ψ(X) in the form
Ψ(X) ≡ Ψ̂(Λ,Ω), (4.3)
where Ψ̂ is now invariant under a SN n U(1)N gauge redundancy. The U(1)N leaves Λ
invariant and acts on Ω by
Ω 7→ T−1Ω, T = diag(eiα1 , · · · , eiαN ). (4.4)
The SN is generated by
Λ 7→ W−1ij ΛWij, Ω 7→ W−1ij Ω, (4.5)
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where Wij, i 6= j, is the unitary matrix defined by
(Wij)k` =
{
δikδj` − δi`δjk k = i or k = j
δk` otherwise
(4.6)
and acts on Λ by permuting the pair of eigenvalues λi, λj.
The Hamiltonian (4.1) can be put in the form2
H =
N∑
i=1
[
−1
2
∂2
∂λ2i
+ V (λi)
]
+
1
2
∑
i 6=j
[
− 1
λi − λj
∂
∂λi
+
RijRji
(λi − λj)2
]
= ∆−1H ′∆,
(4.8)
where R`k =
∑
m Ω`m
∂
∂Ωkm
is the U(N) symmetry generator,
∆ ≡
∏
i<j
(λi − λj), (4.9)
and H ′ is given by
H ′ =
N∑
i=1
[
−1
2
∂2
∂λ2i
+ V (λi)
]
+
1
2
∑
i 6=j
RijRji
(λi − λj)2 . (4.10)
If we redefine the wave function by
Ψ̂(Λ,Ω) ≡ ∆−1Ψ′(Λ,Ω), (4.11)
then H ′ can be viewed as the Hamiltonian that acts on the wave function Ψ′.
The Hilbert space H of the system (4.1) can be decomposed into sectors according to
irreducible representations R of the U(N) symmetry. We will take the point of view that
the R-sector of the matrix model is defined by the Hamiltonian (4.8) acting on the Hilbert
space
HR =
[
L2(RN)⊗ V 0R
]SN , (4.12)
where V 0R is the space of zero-weight states in the representation space of R. The zero-weight
condition is a consequence of the invariance of the wave function Ψ̂(Λ,Ω) under (4.4). The
2It is convenient to use the identity
∑
k,l
(Ω−1)kiΩjl
∂
∂Xkl
=
{
∂
∂λi
i = j
Rji
λi−λj otherwise
(4.7)
where the derivatives act on functions of the Hermitian matrix X. This identity can be derived from the
relation ΩdXΩ−1 = dΛ + [Λ, dΩ Ω−1].
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superscript SN in (4.12) means to restrict to the subspace invariant under the SN action
according to (4.5).
Equivalently, we can think of the R-sector of the matrix model as being defined by the
Hamiltonian (4.10) acting on the space3
H′R =
[
L˜2(RN)⊗ V 0R
]S′N
, (4.13)
where S ′N acts on the wave function Ψ
′(Λ,Ω) by (4.4) combined with an extra minus sign
when a pair of eigenvalues are exchanged.
The sector that contains n long strings can be identified with the representation R =
(adj)⊗n. We will denote the corresponding Hilbert space H′R as simply Hn. Here we will not
view the long strings as identical particles, but rather as limits of open strings attached to
n different FZZT branes. Hn is spanned by states of the form
ψi1j1,··· ,injn(λ1, · · · , λN)|i1j1, · · · , injn〉, (4.14)
where the zero-weight condition means that {i1, · · · , in} is a permutation of {j1, · · · , jn},
and the statistics is such that ψ is odd with respect to swapping λi with λj and at the same
time swapping i and j among all of the indices of ψ. The SU(N) generators act by
Rij|k`〉 = δjk|i`〉 − δi`|kj〉. (4.15)
4.2 The singlet sector and collective field
We now briefly review the collective field description of the singlet sector of the matrix
model, in the semiclassical limit of large eigenvalue density which corresponds to weak string
coupling. The eigenvalues behave as N free fermions subject to the Hamiltonian H =
1
2
p2+V (λ), where p is the canonical momentum conjugate to λ. The ground state is described
by a fermi sea that fills in the region 1
2
p2 + V (λ) < −2µ in the phase space. In particular,
V (λ) = −1
2
λ2 in the domain of interest, and so λ ranges from
√
2µ to infinity.
Low energy fluctuations can be characterized by those of the fermi surface p = p±(λ),
see Figure 12.
The eigenvalue/fermion density is related by
ρ(λ) ≡
N∑
i=1
δ(λ− λi) = 1
2pi
(p+(λ)− p−(λ)). (4.16)
3Due to the relation (4.11), L˜2(RN ) is the space of square-integrable functions defined with respect to
the integration measure dµ =
∏N
k=1 dλk ∆
−2.
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Figure 12: The low-energy dynamics of N non-relativistic fermions can be described by
a fluid in phase space. Low-energy excitations above the fermi surface are captured by
deformations of the profile functions p±(λ).
The ground state has p± = ±
√
λ2 − 2µ, and the fermion density ρ0(λ) = 1pi
√
λ2 − 2µ.
Deformations of the fermi surface can be characterized by density fluctuation
ρ(λ) = ρ0(λ) +
1√
pi
∂λη(λ). (4.17)
The collective field η(λ) has a conjugate momentum density
Πλ = − 1
2
√
pi
(p+(λ) + p−(λ)) (4.18)
that obeys the Poisson bracket {η(λ),Πλ(λ′)} = δ(λ − λ′). The free fermion Hamiltonian
can be expressed in terms of the collective field as
H =
∫ ∞
√
2µ
dλ
[
1
2
√
λ2 − 2µ (Π2λ + (∂λη)2)+ √pi2 (Πλ)2∂λη +
√
pi
6
(∂λη)
3
]
. (4.19)
It is convenient to pass to the coordinate τ , related to λ by λ ≡ √2µ cosh τ . The canonical
momentum density conjugate to η(τ) is Πτ =
√
2µ sinh τΠλ. (4.19) is written in τ coordinate
as
H =
∫ ∞
0
dτ
[
1
2
(
Π2τ + (∂τη)
2
)
+
√
pi
12µ(sinh τ)2
(
3(Πτ )
2∂τη + (∂τη)
3
)]
. (4.20)
Near the “tip” of the fermi sea τ = 0, ∂τη is unconstrained and finite in the τ → 0 limit.
This is compatible with a Dirichlet boundary condition η˙|τ=0 = 0, or simply η|τ=0 = 0 as
η is only defined up to an additive constant. Note further that the interaction term in the
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Hamiltonian is singular at τ = 0. This can be treated [27, 28] by cutting off the λ-integral
at λ =
√
2µ +  for some small positive parameter , which amounts to cutting off τ at
τ = δ for δ =
√
(µ/2)−
1
4 . One then adds a local counter term that cancels against possible
divergences that scale like inverse powers of .
The closed string asymptotic states can be identified with that of η(τ). For instance, the
tree level 1 → 2 closed string scattering amplitude can be computed from (4.20) using the
Born approximation4,
S1→2(ω;ω1, ω2) = δ(ω − ω1 − ω2)A1→2(ω1, ω2)
= δ(ω − ω1 − ω2)−iωω1ω2
µ
[∫ ∞
δ
dτ
(sinh τ)2
+ counter term
]
.
(4.21)
The τ -integral, ∫ ∞
δ
dτ
(sinh τ)2
= coth δ − 1, (4.22)
simply gives −1 after taking into account the counter term that scales like δ−1, resulting in
the amplitude A1→2 = 1µiωω1ω2.
Alternatively, one may parameterize the fermi surface as a function of the momentum
p, which ranges over the entire real axis, and express the excitations as those of a collective
field that is a massless right-moving boson with cubic interaction, as discussed in Appendix
E. In this description the interaction Lagrangian is non-singular and no UV regularization
is required. Nonetheless, we find it more convenient to work with the collective field η(τ) in
the non-singlet sector, when long strings are present.
4.3 The long string state
Now we turn to the adjoint sector and consider a state of the form
ψij(λ1, · · · , λN)|ij〉 =
N∑
i=1
w(λi)ψ0(λ1, · · · , λN)|ii〉 ≡ |w〉, (4.23)
where ψ0(λ1, · · · , λN) is the ground state wave function of the singlet sector of the matrix
model. Note that, importantly, w(λi) is viewed as a function w(λ) evaluated at the eigenvalue
λi, rather than a set of constant coefficients, so that ψij(λ1, · · · , λN) obeys the required
statistics as described below (4.14).
4In our convention, the asymptotic mode expansion takes the form η(τ) =
∫∞
0
dp√
pi
1
p (bp sin pτ + b
†
p sin pτ),
with bp, b
†
p normalized according to [bp, b
†
p′ ] = pδ(p− p′).
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The Hamiltonian (4.10) acts on (4.23) as [29]
H ′|w〉 =
∑
i
[
−1
2
w′′(λi)− w′(λi) ∂
∂λi
+ E0w(λi) +
∑
j 6=i
w(λi)− w(λj)
(λi − λj)2
]
ψ0|ii〉. (4.24)
Here E0 is the ground state energy of the singlet sector, and will be omitted from now. In
the weak string coupling limit, corresponding to the limit of large eigenvalue density, the
last term in the bracket on the RHS of (4.24) dominates. In terms of the eigenvalue density
(4.16), we may also write this term as∫
dλ ρ(λ)
w(λi)− w(λ)
(λi − λ)2 ψ0|ii〉. (4.25)
According to the proposal of [16], the single long string asymptotic state of energy E is given
by (4.23) with w(λ) = wE(λ) obeying the eigen-energy equation∫ ∞
√
2µ
dλ′ ρ0(λ′)
wE(λ)− wE(λ′)
(λ− λ′)2 = Ew(λ) (4.26)
and the normalization condition∫ ∞
√
2µ
dλ ρ0(λ)wE(λ)w
∗
E′(λ) = δ(E − E ′), (4.27)
where ρ0(λ) =
1
pi
√
λ2 − 2µ is the ground state eigenvalue density in the singlet sector. The
long string energy E is subject to an infrared divergence: if we cut off τ at a large distance
L, or λ at
√
2µ coshL, then E diverges like L
pi
. The renormalized long string energy, defined
by (2.29) in the worldsheet description, will be identified as
 = E − L− 1
pi
(4.28)
in the matrix model description. We have determined the finite shift in (4.28) a posteriori by
the numerical comparison of long string amplitudes on the two sides of the duality in sections
4.4 and 4.5. It is convenient to pass from λ to τ coordinate, and write h(τ) ≡
√
piρ0(λ)wE(λ).
(4.26) and (4.27) can be rewritten as
1
4pi
∫ ∞
0
dτ ′
[
1(
sinh τ+τ
′
2
)2 − 1(
sinh τ−τ
′
2
)2
]
h(τ
′)− 1
pi
τ
tanh τ
h(τ) =  h(τ),∫ ∞
0
dτ h(τ)h′(τ) = δ(− ′).
(4.29)
Note that the integrand in the first line is a priori singular at τ ′ = τ , and is defined by
principal value prescription. Furthermore, h(τ) is subject to the boundary condition h(τ =
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0) = 0. The exact solutions are found in [17],
h(τ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dk√
pi
sin(kτ) sinh(pik)√
sinh2(pik) + e2pi
sin
pi ∫ k
k0
dk′ sinh(pik′)√
sinh2(pik′) + e2pi
(
− k
′
tanh(pik′)
) ,
(4.30)
where k0 =
i
pi
arcsin epi.
4.4 The long → long + closed amplitude in the adjoint sector
Let us begin with the long string asymptotic state |w〉, which is an eigenstate of the “free”
part of the Hamiltonian H ′. The interaction part of H ′ acts on |w〉 as
H ′int|w〉 =
∑
i
[
−1
2
w′′(λi)− w′(λi) ∂
∂λi
+
1√
pi
∫
dλ ∂λη(λ)
w(λi)− w(λ)
(λi − λ)2
]
ψ0|ii〉. (4.31)
Let bω, b
†
ω be the out-state annihilation and creation operators of a closed string, i.e. of a
mode of the collective field η(τ) of energy ω. An out-state of a long string and a closed string
can be represented as b†ω|wE〉.
We would like to compute the amplitude of a long string of energy E1 decaying into a
long string of energy E2 and a closed string of energy ω3, with E1 = E2 + ω3. At tree level,
this is given by the Born approximation
AtreeL→L+C = −2pii〈wE2|bω3H ′int|wE1〉
= 2pi
3
2
∫
dλ ρ0(λ)〈ψ0|bω3Πλ(λ)|ψ0〉w∗E2(λ)∂λwE1(λ)
− 2i√pi
∫
dλdλ′ ρ0(λ)〈ψ0|bω3∂λ′η(λ′)|ψ0〉
w∗E2(λ)(wE1(λ)− wE1(λ′))
(λ− λ′)2 .
(4.32)
Rewriting in τ coordinate, we have
AtreeL→L+C =
i
µ
[
piω3
∫ ∞
0
dτ sin(ω3τ)
h∗2(τ)
sinh τ
∂τ
(
h1(τ)
sinh τ
)
−ω3
∫ ∞
0
dτdτ ′
cos(ω3τ
′)
(cosh τ − cosh τ ′)2h
∗
2
(τ)
(
h1(τ)−
sinh τ
sinh τ ′
h1(τ
′)
)]
.
(4.33)
This amplitude was also found in [25,30] where a collective field for the adjoint sector is
introduced.
We evaluate the integrals in (4.33) numerically, and the resulting amplitudes are shown
in Figure 13. The result, up to an overall normalization constant, is in striking agreement
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(c) 2 = 1/2.
Figure 13: (a): Numerical results for the matrix model scattering of the tree level long →
long + closed amplitude (4.33) as a function of the outgoing long string renormalized energy
1 and outgoing closed string energy ω3. (b) and (c): Ratio of numerical results computed
from the worldsheet to those computed from the matrix model for tree-level long → long +
closed string amplitude.
with the worldsheet computation presented in Figure 4, up to < 0.8% error. By demanding
that the overall normalizations agree as well, we have fixed CD2 in terms of go with the result
given in (3.7). Assuming (3.7), the ratio of the worldsheet and matrix model amplitudes as
a function either of the long string energy 2 or of the closed string energy ω3 is shown in
Figure 13.
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4.5 The long + long → long + long amplitude in the bi-adjoint
sector
The asymptotic state of a pair of long strings of energies E1 and E2 come in two types,
N∑
i,j=1
wE1(λi)wE2(λj)ψ0(λ1, · · · , λN)|ii, jj〉 ≡ |wE1 , wE2〉11,22, (4.34)
and
N∑
i,j=1
wE1(λi)wE2(λj)ψ0(λ1, · · · , λN)|ij, ji〉 ≡ |wE1 , wE2〉12,21, (4.35)
The former has the interpretation of a pair of long strings each of which has both ends on
the same FZZT brane (labeled by either 1 or 2), whereas the latter describes a pair of long
strings connecting two FZZT branes, with opposite orientations.
FZZT s1
1FZZT s2
2 FZZT s1
4FZZT s2
3
Figure 14: The 11, 22→ 12, 21 long string scattering by reconnecting.
We are interested in the tree level amplitude of a pair of long strings that interact by
reconnecting in the bulk, thereby turning a state of type 11, 22 to a state of type 12, 21. It
can be computed in the Born approximation as
AtreeL+L→L+L = −2pii12,21〈wE3 , wE4|
[
1
2
∑
i 6=j
RijRji
(λi − λj)2 − (E1 + E2)
]
|wE1 , wE2〉11,22
= 2pii
∫
dλdλ′ρ0(λ)ρ0(λ′)
w∗E3(λ)w
∗
E4
(λ′)(wE1(λ)− wE1(λ′))(wE2(λ)− wE2(λ′))
(λ− λ′)2
=
pii
µ
∫ ∞
0
dτdτ ′ sinh τ sinh τ ′
(cosh τ − cosh τ ′)2 h
∗
3
(τ)h∗4(τ
′)
(
h1(τ)
sinh τ
− h1(τ
′)
sinh τ ′
)(
h2(τ)
sinh τ
− h2(τ
′)
sinh τ ′
)
.
(4.36)
Note that at this order, the 11, 22→ 11, 22 and 12, 21→ 12, 21 amplitudes vanish identically.
We evaluate the integrals in (4.36) numerically, and show the results in Figure 15. Up to
an overall normalization constant, the results are in excellent agreement with the worldsheet
computation presented in Figure 10, up to < 0.03% error. By demanding the agreement of
the overall normalization as well, we have fixed the relation between go and 1/µ, or between
go and gs, as given in (3.13). A sample of the ratio of the worldsheet and matrix model
results, as a function of one of the long string energies, is shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15: (a): Numerical results for the matrix model scattering of the tree level long +
long → long + long amplitude (4.36) as a function of incoming long string renormalized
energies 1, 2 at fixed outgoing long string renormalized energy 3 = 0.5. (b): Ratio of
numerical results computed from the worldsheet to those computed from the matrix model
for tree-level long + long → long + long string amplitude.
5 Discussion
The main results of this paper are the computations of tree level amplitudes in c = 1 string
theory of closed string emission by a long string, and the scattering of a pair of long strings,
both from the worldsheet description of long strings as limits of high energy open strings on
receding FZZT branes, and from the matrix model description as certain states in non-singlet
sectors of the matrix quantum mechanics. The worldsheet computation requires numerically
integrating Virasoro conformal blocks and Liouville structure constants on the disc. The
matrix model computation is expressed in terms of Fidkowski’s long string solution [17] and
is evaluated numerically as well. Results of two sides of are found to be in striking agreement,
giving strong support of the duality conjectured in [16].
As both the long string and closed string behave like massless relativistic particles in the
asymptotic region, one may worry about whether the S-matrix is well defined. Indeed certain
closed string amplitudes, such as the tree level 2→ 2 amplitude, are subject to ambiguities in
the definition of asymptotic states, which is also reflected in non-analyticity (discontinuity)
of the amplitudes across real energies. Such non-analyticity of the amplitude is physical and
is related to intermediate on-shell particles [10]. A similar discontinuity is expected of the
tree level 2 → 2 amplitude of open strings on FZZT branes, but should be absent in the
long string limit, since the 2 → 2 amplitude of long string does not factorize through an
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open string channel. Indeed, numerical evaluation of AtreeLL→LL at complex energies suggest
that the amplitude is in fact analytic across real energies. It should be possible to prove this
analytically.
One of the outstanding open questions in the subject of c = 1 string duality is the role of
FZZT branes in the matrix model. It was argued in [15] that the answer should be provided
by coupling the matrices to new degrees of freedom that transform in the fundamental
representation of the U(N) (see also [31]). While such a proposal may ultimately be correct,
it remains to be clarified how the parameters of FZZT branes and the open string states are
represented in the matrix model. We hope to report on these questions in the future.
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A Verification of crossing relation in boundary Liou-
ville correlators
In this section we check numerically that the boundary Liouville structure constants intro-
duced in section 2.2 obey crossing relations at the level of disc bulk 2-point functions and
disc boundary 4-point functions.
First consider the correlation function of a pair of bulk operators VP1 and VP2 in c = 25
Liouville theory on the disc, subject to FZZT boundary condition labeled by the parameter
s. This correlator admits two different Virasoro conformal block decompositions, which we
refer to as the OPE channel and the boundary channel respectively, as illustrated in Figure
16a and 16b. In the OPE channel (Figure 16a), the disc correlator is expressed in terms of
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VP1
VP2
VP
(a)
VP1 ψP VP2
(b)
Figure 16: (a) The OPE channel of disc bulk two-point function. (b) The boundary channel
of disc bulk two-point function.
the bulk (DOZZ) structure constant and the disc one-point function,
〈VP1(z1, z¯1)VP2(z2, z¯2)〉D2,s = |z1 − z¯2|−4(1+P
2
1 ) |z2 − z¯2|2(P
2
1−P 22 )∫ ∞
0
dP
pi
As(P )C(P1, P2, P )F
(
1 + P 21 , 1 + P
2
2 , 1 + P
2
1 , 1 + P
2
2 ; 1 + P
2
∣∣∣∣ |z1 − z2|2|z1 − z¯2|2
)
,
(A.1)
where the relevant disc Virasoro conformal block can be identified with the sphere 4-point
holomorphic Virasoro conformal block evaluated at a real cross ratio.
In the boundary channel (Figure 16b), the correlator is written in terms of disc bulk-
boundary structure constants,
〈VP1(z1, z¯1)VP2(z2, z¯2)〉D2,s = |z1 − z¯2|−4(1+P
2
1 ) |z2 − z¯2|2(P
2
1−P 22 )
×
∫ ∞
0
dP
pi
Rs(P1;P )Rs(P2;P )F
(
1 + P 21 , 1 + P
2
1 , 1 + P
2
2 , 1 + P
2
2 ; 1 + P
2
∣∣∣∣−(z1 − z¯1)(z2 − z¯2)|z1 − z¯2|2
)
,
(A.2)
where the relevant conformal block is again identified with a sphere 4-point holormophic
Virasoro conformal block.
We can evaluate the Virasoro conformal blocks numerically as a truncated series in the
elliptic nome using Zamolodchikov’s recurrence relation, and evaluate (A.1) and (A.2) by
numerically integrating the internal Liouville momentum. We have verified at random values
of z1, z2 that the two channels agree numerically, with the relevant structure constants given
as in (2.5), (2.15), and (2.27).
Next, we consider the correlation function of four boundary operators ψs,sPi on the disc,
subject to FZZT boundary condition. Representing the disc as the upper half plane, we can
put the four operators at 0, x, 1, ∞ on the real line, with 0 < x < 1. The correlator can be
represented in either the s-channel〈
ψs,sP1 (0)ψ
s,s
P2
(x)ψs,sP3 (1)ψ
s,s
P4
(∞)〉
D2,s
=∫ ∞
0
dP
pi
Cs(P1, P2, P )C
s(P3, P4, P )F
(
1 + P 21 , 1 + P
2
2 , 1 + P
2
3 , 1 + P
2
4 ; 1 + P
2 |x) (A.3)
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or the t-channel〈
ψs,sP1 (0)ψ
s,s
P2
(x)ψs,sP3 (1)ψ
s,s
P4
(∞)〉
D2,s
=∫ ∞
0
dP
pi
Cs(P2, P3, P )C
s(P4, P1, P )F
(
1 + P 22 , 1 + P
2
3 , 1 + P
2
4 , 1 + P
2
1 ; 1 + P
2 |1− x) .
(A.4)
Here for simplicity we have restricted to the case where the FZZT boundary conditions
between each adjacent pairs of boundary operators are labeled by the same parameter s.
We have checked numerically at random values of x that the two-channels agree, using
the boundary structure constant given in (2.24).
B Fixing the normalization of boundary Liouville struc-
ture constants
The normalization of the disc one-point function (2.15) is unambiguously fixed by the Cardy
condition (2.13), (2.16). The crossing relation of Figure 16a and 16b, verified in Appendix
A, further fixes the normalization of the disc bulk-boundary structure constant (2.27). The
crossing relation of the disc boundary four-point function, however, does not fix the overall
normalization of the boundary structure constant (2.24). In principle, the latter can be fixed
by the crossing relations of correlation functions on the cylinder.
ψs,sP1 ψ
s,s
P2
VP P1 → i
ψs,sP2
VP
(a) Bulk channel
ψs,sP1
ψs,sP
ψs,sP ′
ψs,sP2
P1 → i
ψs,sP
ψs,sP ′
ψs,sP2
(b) Boundary channel
Figure 17: The two channels of the cylinder two-point function. In the limit P1 → i, the
cylinder two-point function becomes a cylinder 1-point function (up to a numerical constant).
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Let us consider the cylinder 2-point function, with operators ψs,sP1 , ψ
s,s
P2
inserted on the
two boundaries respectively. The two different conformal block decompositions are repre-
sented by Figure 17, which we refer to as the “bulk channel” and the “boundary channel”,
respectively. Our objective here is simply to assume the equivalence of the two channels,
and use it to fix the normalization of the boundary 3-point function. This can be achieved
by considering the analytic continuation P1 → i, where the operator ψs,sP1 can effectively be
“erased”, up to a normalization constant. In other words, the analytic continuation of ψs,sP1
to P1 = i can be thought of as being proportional to the identity operator, even though the
latter is not part of the boundary operator spectrum of the FZZT boundary condition.
In the bulk channel, upon analytic continuation to P1 → i, the cylinder two-point function
reduces to [20]∫ ∞
0
dP
pi
Rs(P ;P1)R
s(P ;P2)F
cyl−2pt;bulk (1 + P 21 , 1 + P 22 ; 1 + P 2∣∣ z)
P1→i−−−→2 38pi 14 (ds,s(i))− 12
∫ ∞
0
dP
pi
ψFZZTs (P )R
s(P ;P2)F
cyl−1pt;bulk (1 + P 22 ; 1 + P 2∣∣ z) .
(B.1)
Here F cyl−2pt;bulk and F cyl−1pt;bulk are the bulk channel Virasoro conformal blocks for the
cylinder 2-point and 1-point functions respectively. Their explicit expressions are not needed
for our purpose.
In the boundary channel, the same analytic continuation gives∫ ∞
0
dP
pi
dP ′
pi
Cs,s,s(P1, P, P
′)Cs,s,s(P2, P, P ′)F cyl−2pt;boundary
(
1 + P 21 , 1 + P
2
2 ; 1 + P
2, 1 + P ′2
∣∣ z)
P1→i−−−→2 38pi 54 (ds,s(i))− 12
∫ ∞
0
dP
pi
dP ′
pi
δ(P − P ′)Cs,s,s(P2, P, P ′)F cyl−1pt;boundary
(
1 + P 22 ; 1 + P
2
∣∣ z) .
(B.2)
Demanding crossing equivalence of the two channels for both the cylinder 2-point function
and 1-point function fixes the normalization of the boundary Liouville structure constants,
as written in (2.27) and (2.24).
C Some details of numerical integration
In this appendix we describe some details on the numerical evaluation of the integrals in
the Liouville momentum P and modulus x appearing in the worldsheet computation of long
string amplitudes.
For the open → open + closed string amplitude, the moduli integral in x must be regu-
larized as in (3.6). Once the counter terms are taken into account, we can exchange the order
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of integration, perform the x-integral first and then integrate in Liouville momentum P . At
each given value of P , we use Zamolodchikov’s recursion relation to evaluate the conformal
block as a function of x. The integration in x in the vicinity x = 0 is evaluated analytically
by truncating the power series expansion of the integrand in x. Away from x = 0, where the
integrand is finite, we can evaluate the x-integral numerically for a set of sample P values,
interpolate in P and then perform the P -integral numerically.
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5
P
-1.0
-0.5
0.5
1.0
Aψ+→ψ- V- ( P )ω1 ω2
Figure 18: A sample plot of the P -integrand in (3.6) for FZZT parameter s = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6
(from red to green), after taking into account the normalization of the long string asymptotic
state as in 3.1. The outgoing long string renormalized energy is taken to be 2 = 0.3, and the
closed string energy is ω3 = 0.8 + 0.01i. We have performed the x-integral with the counter
terms included for P <
√
Re(ω23). For sufficiently large s, the P -integral is dominated by the
contribution near P ∼ ω1, whereas the contribution from the P -integral up to P ∼
√
Re(ω23)
(where the regulator is needed) becomes negligible.
A typical plot of the P -integrand (after having performed the x-integral with regulator)
is shown in Figure 18. A small imaginary part of ω3 is included to regularize a potential
divergence at P =
√
Re(ω23). A priori, due to the abrupt behavior of the integrand near
P =
√
Re(ω23), finer sampling in P is needed. However the contribution from this region is
suppressed in the long string limit s → ∞. In the end, it suffices to simply integrate over
P ' ω3 with real ω3 to obtain the long string amplitude.
The worldsheet computation of the long + long → long + long amplitude can be per-
formed similarly. The diagrams come in two types: ones like Figure 8a that requires regu-
lator up to P <
√
Re(ω1 + ω2)2 ∼ 2s, and ones like Figure 8b that requires regulator up to√
Re(ω1 − ω3)2. The former requires evaluating the conformal blocks to high precision and
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the result is a delicate cancelation in the long string limit. In fact, as explained in section
3.2, such diagrams are exponentially suppressed at large s and do not contribute to the long
string amplitude. The surviving diagrams, of the type Figure 8b, can be treated again by
restricting the lower range of the P -integral to avoid the need for regulators, in the long
string limit.
D Resonance computation of open → open + closed
string amplitude
In this section we give some details of the derivation of the resonance amplitude (3.8), defined
by analytically continuing the open→ open + closed string amplitude up to imaginary closed
string energy ω3 = i, at fixed outgoing open string energy ω2. More precisely, we will set
ω3 = i(1 − ) and take the limit  → 0+. In this limit, the bulk-boundary 2-point goes to
zero, but this is compensated by a divergence in the P -integral as P → 0 coming from both
the bulk-boundary 2-point and the boundary 3-point functions. In this sense, we can say
that the resonance amplitude localizes to P = 0.
Let us first examine the bulk-boundary structure constant Rs(P3;P ), given by (2.27)
with the appropriate relabeling of Liouville momenta, under the analytic continuation of the
bulk vertex operator to P3 =
ω3
2
= i1−
2
. We may equivalently take the t-contour in (2.27) to
be Cδ = R+ iδ with 2 < δ <
1
2
, and keep track of poles of the integrand crossing the contour.
One can verify that the integral over Cδ as in the second line of (2.27) remains finite in the
→ 0 limit at any P . The prefactor which contains (S(P3))−1/2 vanishes like  in this limit.
However, in such an analytic continuation, a pole of the integrand of (2.27) has crossed
the contour Cδ to the location t =
1
2
(ω3 + P ) +
i
2
. Its residue contribution is
2
5
8pi
3
4
(
S
(ω3
2
))−1/2
(ds,s(P ))−1/2
Γ1(1− iP )3Γ1(1− i(ω3 + P ))Γ1(1 + i(ω3 − P ))
Γ1(2)Γ(1 + iP )Γ1(−2iP )Γ1(2 + iω3)Γ1(−iω3)
× e−2pis(1+i(ω3+P )) S1(1 + i(ω3 + P ))
S1(1− iP )S1(2 + iω3) .
(D.1)
For generic P , the factor in the second line is finite and thus the residue contribution to
Rs(P3;P ) vanishes as → 0. However, near P = 0, the residue contribution takes the form
−2 58pi 34 (−ds,s(P ))−1/2 Γ1(− iP )
Γ1(−2iP ) S1(+ iP )→
2
5
8
pi
1
4
i
P
P 2 + 2
(−ds,s(P ))−1/2 . (D.2)
Next consider the boundary structure constant Cs,s,s(P, ω1, ω2), given by (2.24) with the
appropriate relabeling of Liouville momenta, analytically continued to ω1 = ω2 + i(1 − ).
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One can check that the contour integral along the real line as in (2.24) gives a finite result
for any P . However, in the analytic continuation, a pole has crossed the contour, giving the
residue contribution
2
3
8pi
5
4
(ds,s(P ))
1
2
(ds,s(ω1))
1
2 (ds,s(ω2))
1
2
S1(1 + iP )S1(1 + i(P − 2s))
S1(1 + iω2)S1(1 + i(ω2 − 2s))
× Γ1(1− i(ω1 + ω2 + P ))Γ1(1 + i(ω2 + P − ω1))Γ1(1 + i(ω2 − P − ω1))Γ1(1 + i(P − ω2 − ω1))
Γ1(2)Γ1(2iP )Γ1(−2iω2)Γ1(−2iω1)
× 2piiRest=i−ω1
4∏
k=1
S1(Uk + it)
S1(Vk + it)
,
(D.3)
where Uk and Vk are defined as below (2.24), again with the appropriate relabeling of Liouville
momenta. (D.3) is finite away from P = 0. Together with the vanishing Rs(P3;P ) in the
 → 0 limit, we learn that the resonance amplitude does not receive contribution from the
P -integral away from P = 0.
In the limit of small P and , (D.3) reduces to
2−
5
8pi
1
4
P
2 + P 2
sinh(2piω2)
sinh(piω2)
[
(2iω2)(−1 + 2iω2)2(−2 + 2iω2)
sinh(2pis+ piω2) sinh(piω2 − 2pis)
] 1
2
. (D.4)
Combining (D.4) and (D.1), we can perform the P -integral near P = 0 and conclude that in
the → 0 limit,∫ ∞
0
dP
pi
Rs
(ω3
2
;P
)
Cs,s,s(P, ω1, ω2)i
−ω21+ω22−1−P 2F
(
1 + ω21, 1 + ω
2
2, 1 +
ω23
4
, 1 +
ω23
4
; 1 + P 2|η
)
→ −i
−ω21+ω22
4
sinh(2piω2)
sinh(piω2)
[
(2iω2)(−1 + 2iω2)2(−2 + 2iω2)
sinh(2pis+ piω2) sinh(piω2 − 2pis)
] 1
2
F
(
1 + ω21, 1 + ω
2
2, 1 +
ω23
4
, 1 +
ω23
4
; 1|η
)
.
(D.5)
That is, the boundary Liouville correlator of interest is proportional to a single Virasoro
conformal block, which also coincides with a 4-point function in the linear dilaton CFT,
F
(
1 + (ω2 + i)
2, 1 + ω22,
3
4
,
3
4
; 1
∣∣∣∣ η) = η−2iω2−2ω22(1− η)−iω2 . (D.6)
Including the free boson correlator in (3.2), and the x-dependent prefactors as in (3.3), we
end up with the moduli integral ∫ ∞
0
dx
∣∣∣∣x− i2
∣∣∣∣−2 = pi. (D.7)
Putting all this together, with the prefactors in (D.5), we arrive at (3.8).
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E An alternative parameterization of collective excita-
tions of the fermi surface
In this appendix we describe an alternative parametrization of the collective excitations of
the fermi sea in the singlet sector of the c = 1 matrix quantum mechanics. That is, we view
the collective fields as functions of the momentum p rather than position λ of the single-
fermion/eigenvalue phase space. While not strictly needed in our calculations of scattering
amplitudes so far, the p-parameterization has the advantage that it avoids dealing with a
collective field Hamiltonian that is singular at the “tip” τ = 0 of the fermi surface, thereby
eliminating the need for the regularization described in section 4.2.
To derive the collective field Hamiltonian in the p-parameterization, we need to introduce
an IR regulator at large λ to make the fermi surface compact. We will do so by adding a
quartic term to the single fermion Hamiltonian, now written as
Hi =
p2
2
− λ
2
i
2
+ αλ4i , (E.1)
where α is a positive parameter that will be taken to zero in the end.
The total Hamiltonian of the system can be written as
H =
∫
dλdp
2pi
θ(F − ) + µN
=
∫
dp
2pi
[
α
(
λ+(p)
5
5
− λ−(p)
5
5
)
−
(
λ+(p)
3
6
− λ−(p)
3
6
)
+
(
µ+
p2
2
)
(λ+(p)− λ−(p))
]
,
(E.2)
where λ±(p) are the maximal/minimal values of the eigenvalue λ of given p in the fermi sea,
related to the momentum density Π(p) and eigenvalue density φ(p) by
Π(p) ≡
N∑
i=1
δ(p− pi) = 1
2pi
∫ λ+(p)
λ−(p)
dλ =
λ+(p)− λ−(p)
2pi
,
φ(p) ≡
N∑
i=1
λiδ(p− pi) = 1
2pi
∫ λ+(p)
λ−(p)
λdλ =
λ+(p)
2 − λ−(p)2
4pi
.
(E.3)
Π(p) and φ(p) obey the Poisson bracket {Π(p), φ(p′)}P = ∂p(p− p′)Π(p).
The ground state of the fermi sea corresponds to the profile
λ0±(p) =
1
2
√
1
α
±
√
1− 8p2α− 16αµ
α
, (E.4)
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whereas fluctuations of the fermi surface can be parameterized as
λ±(p) = λ0±(p) +
√
pi (Πη ± ∂pη) . (E.5)
Here η(p) is the collective field in p-parameterization, and Πη its conjugate canonical mo-
mentum density. One can substitute this into (E.2), pass to the τ coordinate defined by
p =
√
2µ sinh τ (which now ranges over the entire real line), and derive the action S[η]. It is
then straightforward to take α→ 0 at the level of the action, resulting in
S[η] =
∫ ∞
−∞
dτ
(
−η˙∂τη − (∂τη)2 +
√
pi
3µ cosh2 τ
(∂τη)
3
)
(E.6)
describing a relativistic right-moving massless field with cubic interaction. Notice that the
interaction term is perfectly regular at τ = 0, and we can, for instance, recover from it the
same tree level 1→ 2 amplitude of collective-field/closed-strings A1→2 = 1µiωω1ω2.
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